Divide™
Conquer the task at hand with Divide™, a modular desk-mounted panel system that can be added to most Global desk series. The panels can be vertically stacked and are available as laminate panels, fabric tackboards and glazed panels.

Divide™ is easy to specify with so many size and panel finish options. Depending on office needs, individual work areas can be created to be semi-private using glazed panels or visually private using laminate and fabric panels.

For maximum worksurfaces, Divide™ offers a built in accessory rail for the most accessible desk top items. Everything from pens, paper clips, binders and file folders can be neatly organized ABOVE the worksurface, leaving a clean desk top for current tasks and paperwork.

Shown with Winter Cherry (WCR) worksurfaces and White (WHT) storage. Ride and Caprice seating in ArcCom Polo, Stone (YCN9).
• Laminate panels offer an optional wire access cut-out at the bottom of each panel.

• Laminate transaction tops are offered in various shapes and sizes.

• Panels are available in 12", 18", 24" and 36" heights and can be stacked to produce heights of 12", 18", 24", 30", 36", and 42".

• Available as fabric, glazed or laminate partitioning panels in a large array of finishes and colors.

• Vertical stacking of panels provides semi-privacy or full visual privacy to personal workstations.

Shown with Winter Cherry (WCR) worksurfaces and White (WHT) storage.
Divide™

Adaptabilities can be combined with Divide panels to create privacy in a reception application.

Shown in White Chocolate (WHE) with Global Accord Mesh.
**Divide™**

**Accessories**

A. CD Holder  
B. Pencil Holder  
C. Binder Tray  
D. Telephone Support  
E. Sorting Tray  
F. Paper Tray  
G. Organizer Tray

These accessories can be mounted on Divide panels to organize your work and free up your workspace for a more efficient work environment.

Visit us on the World Wide Web at www.globaltotaloffice.com

Cover: Shown in White Chocolate (WCH) and Shaker Cherry (SKC).